
 

Kuttippuram palam kavitha is a poem or a song in Malayalam language. It belongs to the Swati-chandrika genre of songs, which
are sung as part of the ritualistic offering to an idol. In this article you will find Kuttippuram palam kavitha as well as other
poems or songs in malayalam language which you can download for free from this blog. The table below shows the list of all
poems that we have available here at our blog site - Allmalayalamsongsplanet. blogspot.com . Kuttippuram palam kavitha is a
song which talks about the beauty of kuttippuram and the deity at kuttippuram, Sreekrishna. This song or poem is sung as part
of the ritualistic offering to an idol and hence this song is also called as "Kavitha" . The temple has a huge idol of Krishna
playing flute. The musical notes coming from the flute turn into small birds and disappear into the sky. This legend is not to be
found in any earlier text on music or musicology, even though there are many legends on how Lord Krishna's divine music
evolved or helped others. The song tells the story of Lord Krishna playing flute on the hill after he had attained his final divine
body. Krishna was an incarnation of Vishnu. His flute (nagapura mukha) is covered with the serpent skin (kavitha). The skin
was offered to Lord Vishnu when he was in his childhood and still growing up. The poet in the kuttippuram palam kavitha talks
about how several people came to enjoy the music that came from Krishna's flute and how all those who listened to it were
inspired to dance, sing and create various forms in art, sculpture and architecture. Even after several thousand years we can see
this in many creations we see today which most of them is inspired from the art and sculptures of India. The song also talks
about how Krishna played his flute and how the small notes turned into little birds and went up in the sky and disappeared.
Kuttippuram palam kavitha is sung as part of the ritualistic offering to the idol at kuttippuram temple. It is sung during pooja or
worship offered to lord Krishna at kuttippuram temple. The ritualistic offering includes several things, such as - waving a
lighted lamp, applying sandal paste to Krishna’s feet etc. The song kuttippuram palam kavitha is part of the ritualistic offering
and hence, this song is actually called as "KAVITHA ". Kuttippuram palam kavitha (poem) and Kuttippuram (temple) :
Kuttippuram palam kavitha is a poem or a song in Malayalam language. It belongs to the Swati Chandrika Gama of songs, which
are sung as part of the ritualistic offering to an idol. In earlier times, it was not possible to write down these songs. Thus, this art
form was handed down from generation to generation orally from one Guru or teacher to another.
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